


PIACERI ITALIANI is proud to present to you the best 

of regional delicacies from Italy!

�e range of products has been carefully selected to 

offer you a magnificent journey of flavours, which tell 

the story of the regions, territories and artisanal 

traditions, that over the centuries have made the Italian 

gastronomic heritage unique in the world



�e range of PIACERI ITALIANI is a fusion of age-old 

Italian traditional fare and regional gastronomic pleasures.

Each product is carefully selected with particular detail to 

its artisan heritage and most products enjoy Protected 

Geographical Status. 

�ey are aimed for the food connoisseur who possesses a 

passion for quality and a craving to discover 

time-honoured Italian specialities



From the delicate capers of Pantalleria to extra virgin olive oils of Bari, Liguria and Toscana, 

to moorish delights such as amaretti and mandorlini; the PIACERI pantry offers a rich 

collection of specialities for any occasion.

Every item is beautifully presented in informative packaging, with 

a visual and clear descriptive name and origin of the product. 

�eir white background expresses simplicity, freshness and purity 

while the red logo pronounces the warmth and passion of the 

Italian gastronomic experience

THE PANTRY STORE



THE DELICATESSEN

Our products are packaged to ensure that they keep as fresh as the day 

they are produced.

From delicatessen, to charcuterie, to fresh pasta and decadent desserts, all 

provide the aroma and flavour in-keeping with our gastronomic 

traditional cuisine



Our food journey takes us further into a real pursuit of 

excellence, beyond the Italian borders. 

PIACERI DAL MONDO is a collection of delicacies from 

around the world, encompassing authentic pleasures 

from  specialised geographical areas. 

�ey have been chosen to feature in this exclusive Italian 

range because today, these delicacies (such as coffee & 

chocolates), form part of Italy’s gastronomic experience.

All products are guaranteed to offer exceptional taste and 

quality with emphasis on sustainability and fare trade



Agostino Azzopardi & Sons Ltd.,
Xewkija Industrial Estate,

Xewkija - Gozo.
Tel: +356 2156 2237

info@agostino.com.mt


